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Digital platforms: Proposed definitions

3 Sources:  European Commission (2015), German Monopolies Commission (2015).

“Undertaking operating in two- or (multi-) sided markets, 
which uses the Internet to enable interactions between two or 

more distinct but interdependent groups of users so as to 
generate value for at least one of the groups”

“Intermediary bringing together various groups of users so that 
they can interact economically or socially”

“Business models such as search services, social networks, 
trading and intermediary platforms or operating systems have 

the characteristics of a platform.”

“Advertising frequently constitutes one side of such platforms.



Digital platforms: A broader definition
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Undertaking which uses the Internet to 
enable interactions between users so as to 

generate value from these interactions. 

Source:  Belleflamme and Peitz (2018).

Restriction to two-sided platforms
seems to be misguided

• Some of the policy questions appear 
whenever there are network effects.

• Two-sidedness may be only auxiliary to the 
main function of an undertaking.

• The number of sides is an endogenous 
decision, may be difficult to assess at a first 
glance, and may change over time.

Key characteristic

Presence of positive 
network effects

One-sided platform
→Within-group network effects
Two-sided platform
→Cross-group (+ possibly within-
group) network effects



Markets with platforms
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“Platform markets”
(Used by some

competition authorities)

Problematic if it is meant to say 
that products or services in the 

relevant market have to be 
provided by platforms.

Source:  Belleflamme and Peitz (2018).

Markets with platforms
Markets where the interaction 

between at least some 
participants is facilitated and 

managed by a platform.
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Positive network effects generate feedback loops
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§One-sided platforms: Attraction loop

The presence of
positive direct network effects

gives rise to an
attraction loop.

The higher the activity level of the group…
the more attractive it becomes for each group 

member to increase her activity level…
feeding back into the group’s overall activity level.



Positive network effects generate feedback loops (2)
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§ Two-sided platforms: Attraction spiral

A higher activity 
level in one 

group makes it 
more attractive 

for the other 
group’s members 
to increase their 
activity level and 

vice versa.

Group A
Platform

Group B

Positive cross-group
network effect (A→B)

Positive cross-group
network effect (B→A)



Tipping
§Positive feedback loops tend to lead to market concentration

o Most interactions take place on a single platform
o Tipping may occur on both sides or on only one side

§Factors pro or against tipping
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Forces pro tipping
Mutual positive cross-side network effects

Positive within-side network effects
Scale economies

Forces against tipping
Multihoming

Platform differentiation
Congestion

Competition between users on one side



Tipping: Caveats

§ Tipping ≠ Market power
o Caillaud & Jullien (2003): 2 undifferentiated matching services; 

subscription and usage fees →One winner but zero profit!

§Granularity of markets
o Different platforms may ‘share’ the global market, although 

each platform dominates  separate geographical sub-market. 

§Usefulness of calculating market shares
o The relative market positions of various competing platforms 

helps to estimate the likelihood of market tipping.

§ Tipping is socially desirable
o Network effects have maximal power.
o Short-term view → To be qualified!
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Network effects, source of “collective switching costs”
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“[p]recisely because various 
users find it so difficult to 
coordinate to switch to an 
incompatible technology, 

control over a large installed 
base of users can be the 

greatest asset you can have.” 
(Shapiro & Varian, 1999, p. 185)

Barriers to entry may arise due to 
users’ coordination failure in the 

presence of network effects.
On two-sided platforms, users on 
both sides of the market have to 

coordinate their expectations. 

Network effects 
favour incumbency 

(entry barrier)



Network effects, source of disruption
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If a new platform 
influences users’ 

expectations in such a 
way that all potential 

users assume that the 
status quo will be 

replaced, there are no 
barriers to entry.

“in some cases, network effects 
can also stimulate competition 

when possibly disruptive entrants 
or smaller merging firms benefit 

from network effects to catch up 
with large established firms.”

(Wismer, Bongard and Rasek, 2017, p. 261)

Network effects 
favour entry

(no entry barrier)



When do network effects raise barriers to entry?
§Users’ expectations

o Entry easier if entrant can generate positive expectations about 
its future success (self-fulfilling prophecy)
§ Previous success in other markets (countries, cities, products, …)
§ Economies of scale and scope (expansion leads to improved services)

§Users’ homing possibilities
o Entry easier if users can multihome (as they fear less engaging 

with a new platform)

§Market dynamics
o Entry easier in quickly growing markets (as many unattached 

users arrive)
o Entry easier when entrant offers substantial  stand-alone value 
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Network effects and switching costs
§Related, but different, concepts

o Network effects: interdependence between different users’ decisions
o Switching costs: (temporal) interdependence between same user’s decisions

§ Switching costs on platforms
o Use of past customer information to improve shopping experience
o Platform-specific reputation systems; imperfect data portability

§Network effects can reinforce switching costs
o The level of switching costs may depend on other

users’ past decisions
(in one-sided and in two-sided contexts).
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Market shares
§Popular indicator

o Relatively easy to obtain
o Once market is defined, no further analysis required.
o But, problems in markets with platforms 

§ 3 ways to express market shares for platforms
o Revenue share: Revenues of platform / Total revenues
o User share: # active users on platform / Total # active users
o Usage volume share: Usage volume on platform / Total usage volume
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§Questions
o Level of analysis: Platform or separate sides?
o Relevant market: Which denominator? Dynamic evolution?
o Link with market power?



Market shares: 3 potential indicators
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Revenue shares
→Use sum of revenues 
from all sides (only 
reasonable option)
• (Non-) neutral price 

structure
• “zero-price market”

OK if all competitors 
serve the same sides
• If not, difficult to interpret

User market shares

Number of users
Focus on active users
Should be considered on 
each side separately
• Even if all competitors 

operate as similar 
platforms

Volume of usage
More suitable is users 
differ in intensity of use
Proxies for usage
• # of transactions
• Data volumes
• Time spent on platform



Market shares: Caveats

§Relevant market?
o Depending on the prevailing homing patterns and objectives 

of users, different comparable offerings may not actually 
constitute close substitutes.

o → Taking the market share of all comparable offers (even 
weak substitutes) then provides a lower bound on the market 
share on a given side. 

§Dynamic issues
o Future market shares may increase with current ones 

because of network effects.
o →Better to consider # of users active on a platform relative to 

the total # of active and potential users.
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Market shares: Indicators of market power?

§ Tricky interpretation for two-sided platforms
o A platform may hold large market shares on one side, but 

pass all revenues on to the users on the other side.
o A platform that is seen to serve only few users may enjoy a 

lot of market power.

§Potentially contrasting messages
o Belleflamme, Peitz & Toulemonde (2020)

§ Extension of Armstrong (2006) two-sided singlehoming model 
with asymmetric platforms.

§ At price equilibrium, one platform may have a larger market 
share on both sides while achieving a smaller profit than its 
competitor.

§ → Market shares can be a particularly poor measure of market 
power in markets with two-sided platforms.
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Which 
benchmark?Which market(s)?

If more than one side, links 
between sides must be 

taken into account.

Which price(s) 
and cost(s)?

Markups / Lerner indices



Markups / Lerner indices (2)

§ Standard definitions and properties
o Markup: difference between price p and incremental costs Cʹ
o Lerner index (L): ratio between markup and price
o Measure of market power

§ L = 0 in competitive markets (because p = C’)
§ L > 0 for a monopoly
- The less price-elastic demand is, the larger L

§ L > 0 in oligopolies with differentiated products
- Larger if more differentiated products and/or fewer competing firms
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Hard to transpose to 
markets with platforms

Conceptual problems
Measurement problems

𝐿 =
𝑝 − 𝐶′
𝑝



Adjustment of Lerner index for network effects
§Consider two-sided platform serving groups b and s

o Lerner index on side s
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𝐿* =
𝑝* − 𝐶*+ − 𝑋-

𝑝*

𝑋- = External benefit 
brought on side b by an 

additional user of group s

𝐶*+ − 𝑋- = ‘True’ opportunity 
cost of serving an 

additional user on side s
= welfare-maximizing price 

(could be negative!)

CAVEAT 3: 𝑋- depends on 
the number of users—and 
thus on pricing—on side b. 
⟹ 𝐿* must be analysed

jointly with 𝐿-

CAVEAT 4: 𝑋- can be 
affected by non-price 

strategies (in ways that are 
not socially optimal)

CAVEAT 1: Under perfect 
competition, 

𝑝* = 𝐶*+ ⟹ 𝐿* =
𝑋-
𝑝*

> 0

CAVEAT 2: Need to understand 
well the interaction between 

the 2 sides to measure correctly 
these opportunity costs.



Profitability
§ Standard view

o Positive and significant economic profits are a sign of market power.

§ Issues specific to two-sided platforms
o Not possible to calculate economic profits on each side

§ Only useful profit measure: joint economic profits from the services that 
platform provides on both sides

o Because of network effects, a lack of profitability
today is no proof of a lack of market power tomorrow.
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Direct evidence
§ Lack of entry

o The absence of entry attempts in the relevant market may be 
seen as an indication of market power.

o More likely
§ In mature industries
§ When switching costs are increased by network effects. 

§Decreasing the strength of network effects
or service quality
o A platform with market power may have the incentive to 

impair the user experience through the design of its platform
§ Degradation of algorithms that guide user behaviour (search 

engine, recommender system, …)
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Key takeaways
§Sources of market power in markets with platforms

o Positive network effects tend to result in market concentration.
o Network effects may lead to barriers to entry due to users’ coordination failure.

§ More so in industries that do not attract new users and do not undergo major 
technological change.

§Assessment of market power in markets with platforms
o Market shares are less apt to evaluate market power.
o Focus should be on identifying current and future barriers to entry.
o Alternative mechanisms can be used to demonstrate market power.

§ Adjusted Lerner index
§ Lack of entry (combined with large and persistent market shares)
§ Deliberate degradation of the strength of (positive) network effects or of service quality
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Thank you for your attention
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paul.belleflamme@uclouvain.be
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